To: Joint Steering Committee for Development of RDA

From: Alan Danskin, British Library Representative

Subject: Revisions to instructions on Parts of the Bible (6.23.92.9.2-6.23.2.9.5; 6.23.2.9.7)

The BL thanks LC for its proposed revision which we support.

Change 1 Books of the Bible: Agree. We prefer LC’s wording to ALA’s revision for consistency with other instances where the agency makes a choice.

Change 2 Groups of Books of the Bible: Agree. We accept ALA’s suggested amendment.

Change 3 Revisions to the Apocrypha: Agree

Change 4 Single selections from individual books: Agree; with ALA’s suggested amendments.

Change 5 Other selections from the Bible: Agree; with ALA’s suggested amendments.

Change 6 Adding reciprocal references between “Apocryphal Books” and “Apocrypha”: Agree

Change 7 Midrashim dealing with a book of the Bible: Agree

Change 8 Miscellaneous instructions with examples needing revised explanations: Agree.